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You draw it,
We create it.

The VERSATEXURAL program is your one stop shop to making custom
fabrication visions reality. Armed with CNC routers and a bevy of other
high-end cutting and fabrication equipment, VERSATEXURAL is
setting a new standard for manufactured work and design and can
make virtually anything from a millwork perspective.
All finished products are made from VERSATEX PVC, standing the
test of time and carrying a lifetime transferable warranty against
moisture or any environmental issue.
Simply head to versatextural.com to submit your drawing.
You’ll receive a quote back between 48-72 hours of submittal, with
typical lead-time for project completion being 2-6 weeks, based on
complexity and size. Product is sold through our standard
distributor/dealer channels.

Columns
Brackets
Corbels
Rafter Tails
Shutters
Custom Mouldings
Window Surrounds
Rail Systems
Pergolas
Trellises
And much more

Custom Columns

VERSATEX is already known for its unique, one-piece design of column
wraps with inter-locking, pre-mitered joints that make installation a
breeze. Now, any design can be created with VERSATEXURAL, allowing
any ornamental design or historical engraving to be recreated perfectly
and last a lifetime.

Brackets, Corbels & Gable Inserts

From Florida to Ontario, VERSATEX has custom brackets installed on homes
all over the nation and beyond. Send us your drawings and inspiration or
work with our team to design the perfect bracket, corbel, rafter tail or gable
for your project. From 6-foot tall brackets under second-story decks to
rafter tails under a church bell tower, VERSATEXURAL has done it all and
can achieve whatever you can dream up.

Custom Shutters

There is no need to worry if your upcoming project calls for a specific style
of shutter that can’t normally be purchased. Simply provide us with a
reference image and VERSATEXURAL will be able to recreate any type of
shutter needed. From raised panel and board & batten style shutters to
intricate cutouts and louvered shutters, we strive to make you feel
confident that any design is available when working with us.

Historic Restoration:

About the Covers

The Congregational & Presbyterian Church,

located in Kinsman, Ohio is known far and wide as
one of Trumbull County’s oldest extant churches.
Built in 1833 by master architect William Smith, the
church features a soaring bell tower accentuated
with wooden spires mounted at each of the tower’s
four corners. After nearly 170 years of exposure to
the elements, both the structural and decorative
components of the wooden tower were succumbing
to rot and deterioration, making the entire structure
a safety concern. The church braced itself for what
was certain to be major repairs.

The Baldwin Wallace University Building was

designed by Godfrey Fugman, with construction
being completed in 1896. The building’s cupola was
used by the University band to play the football fight
song before each Baldwin Wallace home game. After
years of patching and changing the architectural design, American International Construction deemed the
cupola ready for a remodel and was commissioned to
dismantle and restore it to its original late 1800’s look.
Bill Sandrock, President and owner of Stratton Creek
Millwork, who had worked with American International
on other historic projects, was brought in to reconstruct
the cupola, which needed a piece-by-piece dismantle
to restore it to its original appearance. To have the
cupola withstand the test of time and withstand the
harsh winter weather in northern Ohio, Stratton Creek
Millwork chose VERSATEX Building Products Trim and
Sheet for the project & VERSATEXURAL was born.

While VERSATEX has a strong reputation in the
building industry, this project demanded new
fabrication techniques and assembly strategies
to address the specifications of the job. VERSATEX
leadership worked closely with Stratton Creek
Millwork and American International Construction
to develop the techniques and processes needed
to bring the restoration to fruition. According to
John Pace, President of VERSATEX, “The millwork
on this job, as intricate as it was, showed us a few
things we hadn’t thought were possible before.”
The Kinsman Presbyterian Church project took
over a year to organize and fund and another
year to complete. Today, the bell tower structure is
completely restored to its original, historic appearance, featuring all custom VERSATEX product and
symbolizing the beauty of early 1800’s Greek
Revival/Gothic Revival architecture popular
during that period of American History.

Custom Mouldings

When working on a historical project, it’s essential to produce an exact
recreation of all the trim. It can be quite the task to match a historical
moulding, a piece that is pivotal to the architecture of some structures. Now,
it can be as simple as providing a sample or a drawing. VERSATEXURAL can
make any style of moulding possible, no matter how intricate, to ensure your
clients are happy and you are saving time on the job site.

Custom Window Surrounds & Sunbursts

If you need something special to support the
unique windows of a custom home or distinctive
building, VERSATEX has the solution. Using our
tried and true PVC material, VERSATEXURAL can create
a clean design that fits your window perfectly, leaving the job looking truly
remarkable. An added bonus: since most surrounds can be constructed in
one piece, the installation time is drastically reduced, a win-win for both
building owner and installer.

Custom Railing Inserts

Perhaps you have a historical project that requires an intricate rail design,
or maybe a new construction that wants to stand out, VERSATEX has the
ability to match any design given, making complete custom railings that
will truly impress. Whatever you may need, VERSATEXURAL can accomplish
your design and create railings to perfectly match your needs.

Pergolas & Trellises

The starting point of all VERSATEXURAL projects, the possibilities are
truly endless when it comes to our custom millwork offerings. We can make
anything you dream up come to fruition, from a simple pergola system to
50-foot church steeples and everything in between. Nothing is too small or
too large to manufacture and each piece is crafted to perfection, ensuring
custom millwork that will last a lifetime and be sure to impress.
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